Pride UBC and Outweek present:

Queer U 2011
The Promise and Praxis of “Making it Better”
An interdisciplinary student academic event on sexuality(ies) and gender(s)

PANEL 1 | Queering Research as Activism
- “40 Years After the Flood”: A brief examination of gay liberation and student activism at UBC
  David Anderson, Centre for Cross-Faculty Inquiry
- Public/Private: Latent homophobia, feminisms, and the politics of anonymity
  Daniel Swenson, Women’s and Gender Studies
- Normalcy, boundaries, and heterosexism: An exploration of online lesbian health queries
  Andrea Polonijo, Sociology
- A Place of Promise? How the University campus figures in sexual exploration for students
  Rachael Sullivan, Sociology

PANEL 2 | New Topics in Queer Research
- Transgenderism through Chinese History: From Han-era medical texts to Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon
  Jen Lundin Ritchie, Asian Studies
- Characteristics of asexuality
  Morag Yule, Psychology
- Innovations in sexual-political activism: Queer theology meets Theatre of the Oppressed
  Kerri Mesner, Centre for Cross-Faculty Inquiry

WHEN: Tuesday, February 8 from 4pm to 7pm
Join us after the panel for a fancy reception in the Penthouse Lounge.
WHERE: The Penthouse Lounge, GSS Building

For more information, check out blogs.ubc.ca/queeru
For all Outweek events, check out www.prideubc.com